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Katherine Baker is Founder and CEO of Intrinsic Energy, an EdTech 
platform revolutionising corporate training methods, to make 
learning and development more impactful and accessible for all. 

With over 8 years of experience as a trainer and speaker, working 
for companies such as Cisco, Unilever, Schroder’s and Goldman 
Sachs, Katherine has helped hundreds of clients develop the skills 
required to take their careers to the next level.  Katherine’s clients 
span a number of markets including Europe, The United States, 
Australia and Asia.    

Through engaging and dynamic workshops, talks, and webinars, 
Katherine helps drive sustainable business practice and supports 
companies in achieving and maintaining prominence in the global 
economy.  She works to increase participants professional abilities 
through instilling an understanding of powerful and motivational 
communication skills while also ensuring they get to truly 
understand themselves.  

The ability to lead with authenticity, be resilient to change and 
strive towards one’s goals enables great leadership and corporate productivity.  Being a successful team 
leader, building businesses or maximising your personal potential is founded in excellent communication 
skills and knowing yourself.  

Katherine believes in continuous learning for everyone and therefore also co-founded Congress London a 
non-profit women’s co-mentoring network, to deliver tools and skills to women wanting to improve their 
professional lives.  Featured in Marie Claire magazine, the Evening Standard, Forbes Magazine and The 
Economist, Katherine hosts Congress London’s regular large events for their members.   

Katherine has a Bachelor of Science Cum Laude with a double major in Psychology and Art History from 
Vanderbilt University (USA). She is a certified Trainer, Coach and WebEx facilitator, allowing her to deliver 
workshops and live online webinars to clients around the world. 

 

KEYNOTE AGREEMENT AND PLAN 

Every organisation is different with unique 
needs and challenges, and Katherine’s talks 
are designed to deliver the results you need.  

Pre-talk meeting with managers, HR and 
participants, ensures Katherine will deliver 

the right, impactful message.   

 

TOPICS include 

Diversity and Inclusion • Developing High 
Performing Teams • Executive Presence • 
Stakeholder Management • Cross-Cultural 

Awareness • Change Management • 
Negotiating • Personal Effectiveness • Career 
Planning • Emotional Intelligence • Women in 

Business

katherine@intrinsic.energy • +44 (0) 7460 097069
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